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Talk	Themes	

•  ToB	in	the	Cyber	Grand	Challenge	
•  New	approaches	to	bug	finding	
•  Discussions	about	distributed	systems	and	
automated	patching	
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In	the	beginning…	

•  Andrew:	“Hey,	you	want	to	lead	our	CGC	
team?”	

•  Me:	“I	don’t	know…”	
•  Andrew:	“Do	iPt”	
•  Me:	“Ok,	lets	do	this!”	



What	is	CGC?	

•  It’s	a	compeSSon!	
•  To	automate	bug	finding	and	
patching	
•  In	binary-only	soUware	
•  Simplified	OS:	DECREE	



Scoring	

• Gain	points	for	patching	bugs.		
– You	must	patch	to	score.	

• Gain	points	for	finding	bugs.	
– Only	counts	if	you	patch	



Scoring	

•  Score	is	scaled	by	performance	
– Disk,	Memory,	CPU	usage	

(a) PerfFactor to PerfScore conversion curve. (b) FuncFactor to FuncScore conversion curve.

Figure 1: Curves illustrating conversions for Performance and Functionality.
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The performance-related factors will assess the following measurements:

file size(CB) Size of a CB as stored on disk.

mem use(CB) Size of maximum memory used by a CB while running.

exec time(CB) CPU time taken by a CB when responding to service polls drawn from the func-
tionality test suite for CB.

For CBs consisting of multiple binaries, the value used for computing score factors will be the sum
of the corresponding measurements for constituent binaries.

For a graphical representation of the PerfScore function, please see Figure 1a. As an example,
consider the following Replacement CBs:

Name file size mem use exec time PerfFactor PerfScore

Reference Patched CB 100 100 100 1.00 1.00

Replacement CB 1 120 105 105 1.05 1.00

Replacement CB 2 200 105 105 1.25 0.57

Replacement CB 3 120 120 120 1.20 0.68

Replacement CB 4 100 160 130 1.60 0.20

Replacement CB 5 140 120 175 1.75 0.12
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The	CompeSSon	

Unleashing MAYHEM on Binary Code

Sang Kil Cha, Thanassis Avgerinos, Alexandre Rebert and David Brumley
Carnegie Mellon University

Pittsburgh, PA
{sangkilc, thanassis, alexandre.rebert, dbrumley}@cmu.edu

Abstract—In this paper we present MAYHEM, a new sys-
tem for automatically finding exploitable bugs in binary (i.e.,
executable) programs. Every bug reported by MAYHEM is
accompanied by a working shell-spawning exploit. The working
exploits ensure soundness and that each bug report is security-
critical and actionable. MAYHEM works on raw binary code
without debugging information. To make exploit generation
possible at the binary-level, MAYHEM addresses two major
technical challenges: actively managing execution paths without
exhausting memory, and reasoning about symbolic memory
indices, where a load or a store address depends on user
input. To this end, we propose two novel techniques: 1) hybrid
symbolic execution for combining online and offline (concolic)
execution to maximize the benefits of both techniques, and
2) index-based memory modeling, a technique that allows
MAYHEM to efficiently reason about symbolic memory at
the binary level. We used MAYHEM to find and demonstrate
29 exploitable vulnerabilities in both Linux and Windows
programs, 2 of which were previously undocumented.

Keywords-hybrid execution, symbolic memory, index-based
memory modeling, exploit generation

I. INTRODUCTION

Bugs are plentiful. For example, the Ubuntu Linux bug
management database currently lists over 90,000 open
bugs [17]. However, bugs that can be exploited by attackers
are typically the most serious, and should be patched first.
Thus, a central question is not whether a program has bugs,
but which bugs are exploitable.

In this paper we present MAYHEM, a sound system
for automatically finding exploitable bugs in binary (i.e.,
executable) programs. MAYHEM produces a working control-
hijack exploit for each bug it reports, thus guaranteeing each
bug report is actionable and security-critical. By working
with binary code MAYHEM enables even those without source
code access to check the (in)security of their software.

MAYHEM detects and generates exploits based on the
basic principles introduced in our previous work on AEG [2].
At a high-level, MAYHEM finds exploitable paths by aug-
menting symbolic execution [16] with additional constraints
at potentially vulnerable program points. The constraints
include details such as whether an instruction pointer can be
redirected, whether we can position attack code in memory,
and ultimately, whether we can execute attacker’s code. If the
resulting formula is satisfiable, then an exploit is possible.

A main challenge in exploit generation is exploring enough
of the state space of an application to find exploitable paths.

In order to tackle this problem, MAYHEM’s design is based
on four main principles: 1) the system should be able to
make forward progress for arbitrarily long times—ideally run
“forever”—without exceeding the given resources (especially
memory), 2) in order to maximize performance, the system
should not repeat work, 3) the system should not throw away
any work—previous analysis results of the system should
be reusable on subsequent runs, and 4) the system should
be able to reason about symbolic memory where a load
or store address depends on user input. Handling memory
addresses is essential to exploit real-world bugs. Principle #1
is necessary for running complex applications, since most
non-trivial programs will contain a potentially infinite number
of paths to explore.

Current approaches to symbolic execution, e.g., CUTE [26],
BitBlaze [5], KLEE [9], SAGE [13], McVeto [27], AEG [2],
S2E [28], and others [3], [21], do not satisfy all the
above design points. Conceptually, current executors can be
divided into two main categories: offline executors — which
concretely run a single execution path and then symbolically
execute it (also known as trace-based or concolic executors,
e.g., SAGE), and online executors — which try to execute
all possible paths in a single run of the system (e.g., S2E).
Neither online nor offline executors satisfy principles #1-#3.
In addition, most symbolic execution engines do not reason
about symbolic memory, thus do not meet principle #4.

Offline symbolic executors [5], [13] reason about a single
execution path at a time. Principle #1 is satisfied by iteratively
picking new paths to explore. Further, every run of the
system is independent from the others and thus results of
previous runs can be immediately reused, satisfying principle
#3. However, offline does not satisfy principle #2. Every
run of the system needs to restart execution of the program
from the very beginning. Conceptually, the same instructions
need to be executed repeatedly for every execution trace. Our
experimental results show that this re-execution can be very
expensive (see §VIII).

Online symbolic execution [9], [28] forks at each branch
point. Previous instructions are never re-executed, but the
continued forking puts a strain on memory, slowing down
the execution engine as the number of branches increase.
The result is no forward progress and thus principles #1
and #3 are not met. Some online executors such as KLEE
stop forking to avoid being slowed down by their memory
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Goal:	Winning	

©	MGM	/	United	ArSsts	



Our	SoluSon:	Cyberdyne	

©	Tristar	Pictures	



Step	1:	Get	Help	
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Step	2:	Wizards	



What	to	Build	

Distributed	
Systems*	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
*(also	dragons)	

Bug	Finding	
and	Patching	

©	flickr	user	sacks08	



First	Quest:	DevOps	



Why	DevOps?	

•  Automate	Everything	
– Hard	Time	Limit	
– Few	People	Resources	

•  Repeatable	
– “Works	on	my	machine!”	

•  Faster	Test	Cycle	
– Focus	on	building	tools,	not	doing	IT	



DevOps:	Technology	Stack	
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DevOps:	Progress	



The	First	Scored	Event	

•  Scored	Event	1.	December	2014	
•  6	Months	to	go.	
•  ToB	Score:	…		



The	First	Test	

•  Scored	Event	1.	December	2014	
•  6	Months	to	go.	
•  ToB	Score:	

0



Ask	The	Wizards,	Again	

• Me:	Wizards,	we	are	in	trouble	



Ask	The	Wizards,	Again	

• Me:	Wizards,	we	are	in	trouble	
• Wizards:	Have	you	tried	
scoring	points?	



Lets	Find	Bugs!	

©	flickr	user	Henri	Sivonen	



What’s	a	Bug?	

•  Memory	Safety	ViolaSons	
– Out	of	Bounds	Read	
– Out	of	Bound	Write	
– Use-AUer-Free	

•  Not	Bugs	(for	CGC	CQE)	
– AuthenScaSon	bypass	
– Race	CondiSons	
– Permissions	Problems	
– FPU	ExcepSons	



We	Needed	Some	Magic	

©	flickr	user	Max	Pfandl	



Bug	Finding	Theory	

•  No	analysis	will	find	all	the	bugs.	
•  Provably	impossible.	
	



Bug	Finding	Theory	

•  Over	Approximate	Analyses	
– Points	To,	Abstract	InterpretaSon	



Bug	Finding	Theory	

•  Under	Approximate	Analyses	
– Fuzzing,	Symbolic	ExecuSon	



Under-Approximate	Analyses:	
Roadblocks	

•  Different	Roadblocks:	
Hard	For	Fuzzing,	Easy	for	Symbolic	ExecuSon	

	
if(input[0]	==	0xBADFOOD)	



Under-Approximate	Analyses:	
Roadblocks	

•  Different	Roadblocks:	
Hard	for	Symbolic	ExecuSon,	Easy	for	Fuzzing	

	
if(hash(input[0])		
				==	hash(input[1]))	



Under-Approximate	Analyses:	Theory	

•  All	tools	operate	over	the	same	domain	
•  All	discoveries	are	equally	true	
•  What	if	we	could	share	discoveries?	

©	flickr	user	Jean-Pierre	Dalbéra	



Analysis	BoosSng	

•  Sharing	discoveries	across	tools	creates	a	
virtuous	cycle	that	removes	roadblocks	

	

if(input[0]	==	0xBADFOOD)	
		if(hash(input[0])		
				==	hash(input[1]))	
						BUG();	
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Analysis	BoosSng	

•  Sharing	discoveries	across	tools	creates	a	
virtuous	cycle	that	removes	roadblocks	

	

if(input[0]	==	0xBADFOOD)	
		if(hash(input[0])		
				==	hash(input[1]))	
						BUG();	
	
	



Analysis	BoosSng	

• How	do	you	combine	exis>ng	
analysis	tools?	



Analysis	BoosSng	

• How	do	you	combine	exis>ng	
analysis	tools?	
•  ‘Universal’	Knowledge:	Inputs!	



Analysis	BoosSng	

•  Inputs	generated	by	one	tool	feed	into	all	
others	

Inputs
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Analysis	BoosSng	

•  Inputs	generated	by	one	tool	feed	into	all	
others	

Inputs

 

Analyses New Inputs

Merge 
Knowledge



Analysis	BoosSng:	MinSet	

•  Which	inputs	are	“good”?	
– “AAAA…”	vs.	“\x7fELF...”	
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Analysis	BoosSng:	MinSet	

•  Which	inputs	are	“good”?	
– “AAAA…”	vs.	“\x7fELF...”	

•  MinSet:	Minimum	Set	of	Maximal	Code	
Coverage	

•  Only	keep	inputs	that	generate	new	branch	
coverage.	



Analysis	BoosSng	

•  It’s	like	the	Triforce.	

KLEE	PSE	

Grr	
MinSet	



Analysis	BoosSng:	Results	

•  Tools	will	cooperate	to	find	bugs.	
•  A	real	crash	history	track:	
klee/1/testcase_262069…	=>	
pysymemu/1/testcase_11f2b1…'	=>	
grr/1/crashing_testcase_1231f9…	



Grr:	A	Faster	Fuzzer	

•  Fuzzing	is	slow!	
•  Yes,	really.	

Grr	



Why	Fuzzing	Is	Slow	

•  MutaSon	Delay	
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Why	Fuzzing	Is	Slow	

•  MutaSon	Delay	
•  InstrumentaSon	Overhead	
•  Startup	Delay	
•  Kernel	Overhead	



Grr:	A	Faster	Fuzzer	

•  There	is	too	much	latency	
•  Most	fuzzing	Sme	is	spent	wai>ng	for	input	

©	flickr	user	Chris	Feser	



Grr:	A	Faster	Fuzzer	

•  Grr	aims	to	minimize	fuzzing	latency	
•  Secret:	Dynamic	Binary	TranslaSon	

©	flickr	user	Eric	Sonstroem	



Grr:	A	Faster	Fuzzer	

•  Save	and	load	snapshots	
•  Emulate	system	calls	(no	use	of	kernel)	
•  Inline	code	coverage	
•  Inline	crash	detecSon	
•  Mutate	on	per-syscall	or	whole	file	basis	
•  Re-use	mutaSon	engines	(e.g.	Radamsa)	



Grr:	A	Faster	Fuzzer	

•  Extremely	fast,	provides	free	branch	coverage	
and	crash	detecSon	

only one system was able to discover more vulnerabilities than
Cyberdyne for the CQE, indicating analysis boosting is at least
as effective as state-of-the-art integrated solutions.

D. Simplicity
To show the simplicity of Cyberdyne, we offer code-

size measurements and evidence from our own development
experiences. The combination of all Cyberdyne CGC-related
code and Grr consists of 6000 lines of Python and 6800 lines
of C++, plus the reuse of KLEE and PSE to do symbolic
execution. By contrast, Mayhem consists of 27,000 lines
of C++ and OCaml code [9] plus the reuse of PIN to do
instrumentation.

We developed all of Cyberdyne, including integrating all the
analyses, a DBT-based fuzzer, patching, patched binary evalu-
ation, and automatic deployment in less than 12 months with
3.5 full-time engineers. Our engineering team worked remotely
from three different countries, coordinating all development
and testing online. We could only achieve this by rapidly
re-using existing components, made possible with analysis
boosting. We re-purposed two existing symbolic execution
engines (KLEE and PSE), reused an existing mutator for
our fuzzer (Radamsa), and reused an existing x86 to LLVM
translator (mcsema) to allow KLEE to work on binaries.

E. Fast Fuzzing
We evaluated our fuzzer, Grr, against a baseline unin-

strumented fuzz/execute run, and against a PIN-based fuz-
z/instrument run. Our evaluation shows that fuzzing with
Grr is two times faster than equivalent fuzzing with PIN.
Our experimental setup mutates a 192 KiB input file using
Radamsa, then executes a binary with the mutated input. This
process is repeated 10,000 times. All experiments are single-
threaded and execute on a 4-core Intel Xeon machine.
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Fig. 8: A comparison of Grr versus Radamsa and PIN.

Figure 8 shows the results according to execution time. Our
baseline is an un-instrumented execution: the binary is exe-
cuted natively with mutated inputs. This is the fastest option,
but it does not provide us with code coverage information,
which is an integral component of the MinSet. We compare
this against a baseline Grr execution and a Grr execution with

code coverage instrumentation. Grr’s Radamsa invocation is
slightly faster than the native execution because Grr includes
Radamsa as a built-in library. Instrumented execution with Grr
imposes a 10x slowdown while PIN imposes a 20x slowdown.
The slowdown is attributed to PINs high startup cost.

The high overhead of continually re-running PIN demon-
strates the benefit of our approach: a single Grr process is
able to fuzz and execute a program and its input multiple times
during a single run. Binary translators like PIN optimize for
long-running code, where hot code is optimized to form traces.
This puts PIN at a disadvantage because when fuzzing, bina-
ries are typically short-running programs, and every invocation
of PIN has to translate all of the executed program code. Grr
avoids this re-translation overhead and is able to apply hot
code optimizations because all code is hot when a program is
fuzzed thousands of times in a row.

We also observed that Grr’s variable-granularity mutation
strategy (§V-E) is more effective than a single mutator because
multiple mutators can overcome gatekeepers that impede a
single mutator. An example where multiple mutators worked
well is fuzzing a CPU emulator that required each line to be
prefixed with a monotonically increasing program counter. Our
file- and line-granularity mutators were able to duplicate lines
of instructions but would fail to change the program counter
correctly. Duplicate instruction lines were mutated again via
our system-call granularity mutators, which used brute force
and simple bit flipping to generate lines prefixed with mono-
tonically increasing program counters. This phenomenon is
easily explained: line- and file-granularity mutators have more
choices over what data should be mutated and their choices are
usually informed by latent structures within the data. System
call granularity mutators typically operate on only a few bytes,
but can provide useful results via exhaustive mutation.

F. Symbolic Execution Methods
In this section we evaluate two different approaches to

symbolic execution. There are two primary ways to imple-
ment symbolic execution of binary code: generate constraints
directly from machine code, or translate the machine code to
an IR and generate constraints based on the IR. Both methods
must overcome the complexity of x86 instructions. Direct
constraint generation puts all complexity in the constraint
generator, while the IR approach puts the complexity in the
translator.

We compared both approaches on the same corpus of
vulnerable binaries. One of the symbolic execution engines is a
customized version of PSE, while the other is KLEE running
on bitcode generated via mcsema. Each symbolic execution
engine ran for 24 hours on 16 c4.8xlarge Amazon EC2
instances.

Our results show that both approaches are complementary.
Six vulnerabilities were found by PSE only, while another 4
vulnerabilities were found by KLEE only; nine vulnerabilities
were found by both symbolic execution engines. Even though
there was significant overlap, a substantial (40% for PSE, 31%
for KLEE) amount of vulnerabilities was only identified by a



PSE	

•  We	thought	it	was	great,	so	we	hired	the	
author	

PSE	



PSE	

•  Directly	translates	x86	to	symbolic	expressions	
•  Supports	self-modifying	code	
•  Pluggable	CPU	and	OS	models	
•  Saves	state	to	disk	
•  Z3	solver	backend	



PSE	

•  Starts	with	iniSal	concrete	inputs	
– Useful	for	avoiding	path	explosion	

•  Starts	with	iniSal	Grr	snapshot	
– Also	useful	for	avoiding	path	explosion	



KLEE	

•  Well-known	symbolic	execuSon	engine	
•  But	this	only	works	with	source?!	

KLEE	



KLEE	On	Binaries	

•  Just	Add...	

Bin	 LLVM	

McSema	



KLEE	On	Binaries	

•  Yes,	this	actually	works	

Bin	 LLVM	 KLEE	



The	Second	Scored	Event	

•  Scored	Event	2.	April	2015.	
•  2	Months	to	go.	
•  ToB	Score…	



The	Second	Scored	Event	

•  Scored	Event	2.	April	2015.	
•  2	Months	to	go.	
•  ToB	Score:	

0



What	is	“Patching”	

©	Insurance	InsStute	for	Highway	Safety	



Patching	

•  Patching	is	for	whitehats	

©	flickr	user	Loreak	Mendian		



Development	Time	Spent	

Not	
Patching	

Patching	



Pwning	

•  Distributed	system	finally	works	
•  We	find	bugs	
•  We	are	patching	
•  The	patching	is	acceptable	
•  We	are	web	scale	



The	Final	Test	

•  CGC	Qualifying	Event.	June	2015.		
•  What	we	worked	towards	for	a	year	
•  24	hours	of	head	to	head	compeSSon	
•  No	human	intervenSon	allowed	



CQE:	OperaSon	

•  297	‘c4.8xlarge’	Amazon	EC2	Instances	
(almost	all	US	capacity)	

•  10,692	Cores	
•  17,820	GiB	of	RAM	
•  3	EC2	availability	zones	
•  232	TiB	of	disk	
•  2.5	hours	on	phone	with	Amazon	Support	to	
set	it	all	up	



CQE:	OperaSon	

•  We	overprovisioned	by	about	15x	
•  Due	to	unknowns	and	paranoia	

•  	💸Spent	~$27K	in	24	hours💸	

•  Could	have	spent	~$1.8K	💵	



CQE	Results	

•  At	first,	we	thought	we	kicked	ass	
•  Top	7	Qualify	
•  ToB	got…		



CQE	Results	

•  At	first,	we	thought	we	kicked	ass	
•  Top	7	Qualify	
•  ToB	got:		

9th	



CQE	Results:	2nd	in	Bugs	Found	
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CQE	Results:	5th	in	Patching	



CQE	Results:	Last	in	Performance	



CQE	AUermath	

•  Rules	were	clear	
• We	focused	on	the	wrong	things	
• We	failed	
• …	but	others	go	on!	



CGC	Is	Not	Over!	

•  Cyber	Grand	Challenge	Final	Event	
• When:	Thursday,	August	4,	2016	
(5:00pm	–	8:00pm	PCT)	
• Where:	Paris	Hotel	and	Conference	
Center,	Las	Vegas,	NV	
•  Details:	Free	&	open	to	the	public		



What	Now?	

•  Find	Linux	bugs!	

	©	lewing@isc.tamu.edu	and	The	GIMP	



Linux	Tests	

•  Build	library	to	LLVM	
•  Create	a	libc	wrapper	
– Libc	
– Filesystem	
– Environment	Vars	
– Users	



Linux	Tests	

•  libotr	
– Treat	it	as	black	box,	keep	MACs	and	encrypSon.	
– No	results	☹	

	



Linux	Tests	

•  libhar?uzz	
– Google	already	fuzzed	it	☹	
– Cyberdyne	could	re-find	those	bugs	🙂	



Linux/OSX	Tests	

•  libarchive	



Linux/OSX	Tests	

•  libarchive	

$	lldb	--	./tar	-x	-f	untar_804c.bin	
Process	2315	launched:	'./tar'	(x86_64)	
Process	2315	stopped	
*	thread	#1:	tid	=	0x33fe2,	0x00007fff911f92b9	libarchive.
2.dylib	...	stop	reason	=	EXC_BAD_ACCESS	(code=1,	
address=0xff5f0800)	
				frame	#0:	0x00007fff911f92b9:	
->		0x7fff911f92b9	<+148>:	cmpb			$0x0,	(%r13)	
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Cyberdyne	or	AFL	or	…	?	



Conclusion	

•  We	have	been	building	tools	wrong	
•  Small,	cooperaSve	tools	are	the	future	
•  Especially	when	you	have	to	distribute	them	
•  Analogy	Sme…	



Bug	Finding	Tools	Today:	
Cray-1	

©	flickr	user	Marco	C.	



Bug	Finding	Tools	Tomorrow:		
Cray	Titan	



Bug	Finding	Tools	Tomorrow:	
Cray	Titan	



Unleash	The	Power	Within	

©	Anthony	Robbins	

•  Publish	machine	readable	analysis	state!	



QuesSons?	

Contact	InformaSon:	
artem@trailo?its.com	
hPp://blog.trailo?its.com	

	
Further	Reading:	
hPp://blog.trailo?its.com/2015/07/15/how-we-fared-in-the-cyber-grand-

	challenge/	
hPp://blog.trailo?its.com/2016/01/13/hacking-for-charity-automated-bug-

	finding-in-libotr/	
hPps://github.com/trailo?its/mcsema	
hPps://www.usenix.org/conference/usenixsecurity15/technical-sessions/

	presentaSon/walker	


